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Climbing Champions

Nome brothers Oliver and Wilson
Hoogendorn were the first mountaineers
to successfully summit Mount Denali this
year. Summiting the 20,310-foot mountain
is an immense challenge for any hiker. Being
the first of the season is an even greater
accomplishment. Every year, about 1,000
people attempt to get to the peak that
protrudes from a national park about the size
of Massachusetts. Half of them fail.
The Hoogendorn brothers explained
in an interview on KNOM that the trip was
the fulfillment of a personal pledge after
graduating from high school: to hike up and
ski down the tallest peak in North America.
For the Next Generation — A new children’s show on
After an unsuccessful attempt with a sixKNOM has been a hit with listeners. The weekly “KNOM
person crew in 2018 — which was cut short
Kids Show” — with the tagline “for the kids, and the kids
at heart!” — features children’s music, as well as “Molly of due to illness — the Hoogendorns tried again
Denali,” a new show depicting an Alaska Native girl’s life. this spring, and made it.
The challenges were both physical and
Pictured are 4th-grader Paige Peterson with chaperone
mental: from breathing properly in thin air to
Barb Amarok.
keeping focused on accomplishing necessary
Dear Friend of KNOM,
tasks. Their ascent was interrupted for four
The news in Western Alaska has been bleak lately.
Mystery bird, mammal, and fish die-offs. Record heat.
continued on page 2
Fires. Erosion.
Despite the harsh realities, the collective
response is to take a deep breath, lock arms, and
lean in. Combine a strong faith that is nurtured with
a powerful culture, and resilience takes root when
things get hard for Western Alaskans.
KNOM’s mission of encountering Christ,
embracing culture, empowering growth and engaging
the listener provides support needed in tough times.
Thank you for bringing KNOM into its 49th year of
Western Alaska service!

God did not come to take away the pain
but to fill it with His presence.

Oliver and Wilson Hoogendorn outside Nome’s
Katirvik Cultural Center, spring 2019 (photo
courtesy of Danielle Slingsby, Kawerak).
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days at 9,000 feet. A storm with high winds
and whiteout conditions prevented them from
pushing forward. They were forced to stay put,
frequently shoveling around their tent to keep it
from being buried in the snow. Even that delay,
however, had its advantages: from that elevation,
they were able to pick up radio signals from
Anchorage and Fairbanks. “We could almost pick
up KNOM,” they say, laughing. “We tried really
hard.”
The brothers wanted to finish their Denali
adventure for everyone supporting them back
home. They say they were thinking especially
of their mother, who was celebrating a birthday
when her sons were stuck in a tent at 9,000
feet. Thinking of her kept Oliver and Wilson
determined to “finish what we started.”
When they finally reached the summit, the
young Hoogendorn men recall that they didn’t
say much, mostly overcome with a sense of
gratitude for being able to look at Alaska from a

height of nearly four miles.
What might their next adventure be? Mount
Everest, perhaps, or biking the 1,000-mile
Iditarod Trail, they tell KNOM listeners. But first,
the Hoogendorns say they’re bound for Sweden
in 2020, for a long-distance Scandinavian biking
trip: “something that’s not snowy and isolated,”
they say with a laugh. “We need a break.”
The brothers are preparing to return to
Western Alaska after college. Oliver is studying
environmental biology; Wilson is studying
aviation.

“He who climbs never stops going
from beginning to beginning,
through beginnings that have no
end. He never stops desiring what
he already knows.”
— St. Gregory of Nissa

Faith in the Air — Bishop Chad Zielinski offers a morning prayer for KNOM listeners on-air with volunteer
fellow Joe Coleman, mid-July 2019.
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The volunteer fellow class of 2019-2020: JoJo Phillips, Katie Kazmierski, and Joe Coleman; volunteer Ethan
Ahkvaluk, on-air in Studio A.

New Voices, New Roles

In recent months, Nome high school graduate
Ethan Ahkvaluk has been helping KNOM with air
shifts, voicing new inspirational spots, and other
work. Ethan’s service at KNOM is temporary,
as he’s off to college in the fall, but he’s been a
great help to the team. He “pops in the station
regularly to help with whatever he can,” says
general manager Margaret DeMaioribus; “he is
a very eager volunteer and happy to help.” New
full-time volunteer fellows Joe Coleman and
JoJo Phillips are already producing, announcing,

and writing news after arrivals earlier this summer.
Joe hails from the Los Angeles area, JoJo from
Connecticut. Katie Kazmierski has renewed her
service term for a second year at KNOM. Emily
Hofstaedter will also be staying at KNOM; as of
this month, she’s just transitioned to a staff role as
KNOM’s lead reporter.

God never asks about our ability —
only about our availability.

A Floating Memorial

The Nome branch of the Alaska Department
of Fish & Game is utilizing a brand-new, 30-foot
boat to catch and tag salmon, pull crab pots, and
conduct research. The boat’s name, Peter-Joel,
memorializes two fisheries technicians, Peter
Nanouk, Jr., of Unalakleet and Joel Saccheus of
Elim. The two men were ambassadors for the
Norton Sound region who passed on knowledge
to new Fish & Game employees with a smile
on their faces. Nanouk’s brother-in-law, Wes
Jones, told listeners “I know it means a lot to the
family” to have his late relative’s name on the
vessel. Charlie Saccheus of Elim, Joel’s uncle, told
KNOM that his nephew was always smiling and
kind of quiet. Everybody loved Joel, said Charlie
— so naming a boat after him is fitting.
Photo: The ADF&G boat Peter-Joel, docked in
Nome.
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From the GM’s Desk
“This summer season has brought
new challenges across the region
and state. These circumstances are
a reminder of why we’re here. Each
story is a witness to sacrifice, courage,
and compassion. We join together in
broadcasting these mission moments
across thousands of miles.”
In gratitude for your service to Western
Alaska,
Margaret A. DeMaioribus
General Manager
Back to Their Roots — A first-of-its-kind
“plant symposium” in Nome was a platform
for sharing traditional knowledge about the
nutritional and medicinal value of local berries,
flowers, and other tundra plants. Photos: (top)
Anne Marie Ozenna and Eva Menadelook search
the tundra for local plants to harvest; (bottom)
a patch of nagoon berries. Photos courtesy of
Sara K. Bowman.

Tundra Aflame — Wildfires are an annual
occurrence in Alaska. This summer, there have
been more than usual; many are caused by
lightning strikes. Not all wildfires pose risks to
the villages and camps that dot the landscape
of the Alaska bush; in fact, in some places, fire
is necessary for the renewal of the ecosystem.
KNOM has kept listeners updated throughout
the summer, such as on this fire north of Nome.

“That families, through their life of
prayer and love, become ever more
clearly ‘schools of true human growth.’”
— Pope Francis’ prayer intention for
August 2019

Pl e a se co n si d e r K NOM in your es tate planning .

